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second, what is the audio track on the video you are attempting to use emc or cyberlink media composer for?
the most often used mp3/wma/aac/aiff codecs are not emc 9 compatible. if you have aiff or aac formats, you
will need an emc 9 license. in addition, if you are using a vob file, you should be using emc9 rather than the
older media composer in order to utilize the subtitle/author/comment data that may be present in vob files. i
am having the same problem as bjontz. i did finally find a way to activate this program, but it requires a lot of
manual work. there was also no method for the two button mouse on my computer to work properly. i have
to use the touchpad. i wish i could find a way to get this program working in the long run. if anyone could

send a link to a newer version, then that is ok. thanks for everyone's help. here is the updated information on
how to activate the following version of roxio powerdirector 9. i wish i could uninstall it and get a new copy,
but roxio/creator is tied to my photosuite software.. i really like roxio software, i just wish that i had a newer

copy. is it possible to buy roxio software, or transfer from on another computer? hi guys, what i have just
found, which hasn't been mentioned in all the threads i have searched, is that when i activate this codec, it

doesn't work at all and allows me to play avi's without problems. it says it's working when i try to open a film,
but playing or pausing the film doesn't work at all, no matter what video file i try. if i deactivate the codec,
the avi works fine (as do all other filetypes and the default video player), so it seems like a system issue

rather than the codec itself. any ideas why? tia :)
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